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ABSTRACT: There are ∼1030 possible intermediates on the
assembly path from hepatitis B capsid protein dimers to the 120-
dimer capsid. If every intermediate was tested, assembly would
often get stuck in an entropic trap and essentially every capsid
would follow a unique assembly path. Yet, capsids assemble rapidly
with minimal trapped intermediates, a realization of the Levinthal
paradox. To understand the fundamental mechanisms of capsid
assembly, it is critical to resolve the early stages of the reaction. We
have used time-resolved small angle X-ray scattering, which is
sensitive to solute size and shape and has millisecond temporal
resolution. Scattering curves were fit to a thermodynamically
curated library of assembly intermediates, using the principle of
maximum entropy. Maximum entropy also provides a physical rationale for the selection of species. We found that the capsid
assembly pathway was exquisitely sensitive to initial assembly conditions. With the mildest conditions tested, the reaction appeared
to be two-state from dimer to 120-dimer capsid with some dimers-of-dimers and trimers-of-dimers. In slightly more aggressive
conditions, we observed transient accumulation of a decamer-of-dimers and the appearance of 90-dimer capsids. In conditions where
there is measurable kinetic trapping, we found that highly diverse early intermediates accumulated within a fraction of a second and
propagated into long-lived kinetically trapped states (≥90-mer). In all cases, intermediates between 35 and 90 subunits did not
accumulate. These results are consistent with the presence of low barrier paths that connect early and late intermediates and direct
the ultimate assembly path to late intermediates where assembly can be paused.

■ INTRODUCTION
A virus capsid is the protein shell that protects the genome of a
virus. To minimize the amount of the viral genome devoted to
structural proteins, capsids are composed of many copies of a
small number of proteins, often only one.1,2 Capsid assembly is
a critical step in the life cycle of viruses. Despite years of
research, the mechanism of icosahedral capsid assembly (about
half of the known viruses) has remained poorly understood
because it involves a large number of capsid protein subunits, a
huge number of possible intermediates, and many more
potential assembly pathways.3−5 The assembly process
includes nucleation, elongation, and final closure, the time
scale for which can cover many orders of magnitude: from
milliseconds6,7 to, in vitro, days.8,9 The assembly pathways and
their time scales are regulated by the interactions between the
viral components, usually with no additional chaperone.10−13

The early reaction steps can be very fast, and hence, tracking
them and resolving the involved structures can be challeng-
ing.6,7,14,15 Experimental kinetic data at high temporal
resolution, covering the early stages of assembly, are critical
for resolving the underlying mechanism of virus assembly (and
likewise disassembly).6,7,14,16−18

For self-assembly of a hollow spherical polymer, capsid
subunits must be able to form at least three intersubunit

contacts.19 Subunits are often themselves small oligomers.
Assembly theory and simulation12,20−22 suggest that, for
assembly to alleviate errors, follow the most efficient path,
and avoid kinetic traps, association energy must be relatively
weak, nucleation must be relatively slow, and association must
be reversible. In practice, these regulatory features have an
overlapping basis and can be controlled by solution conditions,
adjusting association energy and/or protein concentration. By
reference to classical polymerization theory,23−25 adjusting
solution conditions modifies the initial subunit supersaturation
of the system.
For this study, we examined the assembly of the hepatitis B

virus (HBV) capsid because of the medical importance of the
system, because its assembly in vitro is tractable, and because
HBV capsid assembly has been identified as a promising target
for direct-acting antiviral agents. HBV is an endemic pathogen
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that causes chronic infection in more than 250 million people
and leads to about 880 000 deaths each year, by liver failure,
cirrhosis, and liver cancer.26 HBV is an enveloped dsDNA virus
that has an icosahedral capsid composed of homodimeric core
protein (Cp).27 In vivo, assembly can nucleate spontaneously
to form empty particles, which comprise 90% of the particles
present during infection.28 The remaining population of
infectious particles assembles around a complex of viral RNA
and reverse transcriptase, which may itself play a role in
catalyzing assembly nucleation.29,30 Assembly directed antiviral
agents, which include molecules now in clinical trials, act by
accelerating assembly, strengthening association energy, and
inducing aberrant geometry.31−33

HBV assembly can be recapitulated with purified protein.
Recombinant capsid protein assembly domain, Cp149, the first
149 residues of Cp, lacking the C-terminal nucleic acid binding
domain, assembles in vitro into empty capsids that are identical
to the capsids isolated from virus-expressing cells.34 Thus, Cp
is a tractable and important system for characterizing assembly.
Data suggest that Cp dimers undergo a conformational change
from dimer to assembly active state35,36 and then associate
predominantly by burial of hydrophobic surfaces.37 An ionic
strength dependent interaction, at the level of allostery and/or
screening a repulsive interaction, also affects assembly.38−40

Thus, assembly of Cp149 can be induced by increasing ionic
strength and temperature.38,39 Ionic strength also alters the

Figure 1. HBV core protein assembly reaction products at pH 7.5. (a) Azimuthally integrated background-subtracted SAXS absolute intensity as a
function of q, the magnitude of the momentum transfer vector, from 38 μM (1.36 mg/mL) Cp149 in 20 mM ammonium acetate at 5 °C (blue
symbols). The data closely fit a computed scattering curve (red), based on the thermodynamic model (eqs 1 and 4), giving mass fractions of 0.988,
0.008, and 0.004 for Cp149 dimer, dimer-of-dimers, and trimer-of-dimers, respectively. All scattering curves were calculated based on atomic
models (using PDB ID 2G33 for Cp149 dimer) with a solvation layer (see Materials and Methods and eq 3).39 (b) SAXS data (blue symbols) of
Cp149 assembly reactions at 25 °C, ∼24 h after the addition of ammonium acetate salt. The computed scattering curves (red) used atomic models
of reaction products and mass fractions from a thermodynamic model (eq 1), in which only two free parameters (the standard dimer−dimer
association free energies of T = 3 and T = 4) were fitted to the data (eq 4). The total concentrations of Cp149 and ammonium acetate are
indicated. The right panel shows two of the scattering curves from the middle panel (total Cp149 concentration of 30 μM), on an expanded scale.
(c) Mass fraction of the major assembly products of 20 μM Cp149 at 25 °C as a function of ammonium acetate concentration (based on data from
panel b). (d) Phase diagram of the quality of fit of SAXS data (measured ∼24 h following the addition of ammonium acetate) to the
thermodynamic model in the protein concentration−salt concentration plane. The quality of the fit was based on the change in the χ2 value (eq
16), shown in Figure S1. The variation in the value of χ2 distinguished between excellent agreement (blue symbols) and small deviations (red
symbols) between the data and the model. The red arrows in panel (b) indicate the characteristic small deviations at conditions that were classified
into red symbols in the phase diagram. Orange symbols correspond to slight deviations between the data and the model that did not significantly
increase the value of χ2 but were detected as minor systematic shifts in the oscillations of the model with respect to the data, as indicated by orange
arrows in panel (b).
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molar ratio between T = 3 and T = 4 capsids, consistent with
an allosteric role.9,39,41

As there are about 1030 possible intermediates on the
assembly path from dimer to complete HBV capsid, resolving
the capsid assembly mechanism is an ill-posed problem. We
have developed a robust and transparent mechanism for
isolating, from this galaxy of possibilities, the most probable
intermediates at equilibrium.39 We created a comprehensive
library of distinct intermediates and used a thermodynamic
model of macromolecular self-assembly42 to compute their
relative stability. The stable intermediates are compact and
have a maximal number of subunit−subunit interactions. The
less stable intermediates have fewer intersubunit contacts,
incorporate holes, have many single-contact connections, are
elongated and often snakelike, and, consequently, are more
likely to dissociate during an assembly reaction than to grow.43

Using this diverse library, we then computed the grand
canonical free energy landscape of the HBV capsid at the onset
of assembly and calibrated it based on experimental solution
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data at steady-state. We
found that the number of stable species is rather small (a few
hundred out of ≈1030). The actual distribution of products
depends on the Cp−Cp interaction strength.39 Kinetic
pathways, however, cannot be directly predicted from free
energy landscapes and remained largely unknown.
Light scattering measurements showed that under mild

conditions the assembly reaction of T = 4 capsids is well
described by the nucleation and growth model where a single
subunit can be added at each step.44 Charge detection mass
spectroscopy (CDMS), a single molecule technique, revealed
HBV assembly products several minutes after the onset of
assembly.8,45 CDMS showed that at high ionic strength
(relatively strong dimer−dimer interaction) kinetically trapped
complexes accumulate. The formation mechanism of these
trapped states, however, was unclear owing to the limited time
resolution of CDMS. Similar observations were reported using
single molecule resistive-pulse sensing where very low Cp149
concentrations enabled visualization of early times, but not
small species.46

In this paper, we used time-resolved SAXS (TR-SAXS) with
millisecond temporal resolution6,18,47 to track in real-time the
assembly of empty HBV capsids. The supersaturation state at
the onset of assembly for Cp (a function of protein
concentration, ionic strength, and temperature) has a
dominant effect on the assembly path, biasing the competition
between the formation of full capsids and malformed
structures.13,39,44 To rigorously analyze our TR-SAXS data
with minimal bias, we have used maximum information
entropy optimization. This analysis started with prior
distributions, derived from a thermodynamic analysis of static
SAXS data, fitted to either the onset or the end of the assembly
reactions. The prior distributions of other time points were
based on the fitted distributions of earlier and successive time
points, making the optimization more robust. Examination of
the grand canonical free energy landscape at different time
points along the reaction, revealed that an increase of 1 kBT in
the interaction strength between subunits can dramatically
affect the reaction rates, accumulation of intermediates, and
assembly mechanism. Remarkably, under the conditions that
we tested, the path of assembly was determined in less than a
second.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equilibrium Analysis of Assembly Products. HBV
capsids were assembled at pH 7.5 and 25 °C from different
concentrations of Cp149 dimer and ammonium acetate
(Figure 1). The use of ammonium acetate simplifies direct
comparison with CDMS data (MS requires a volatile salt).8

The equilibrium reaction products were evaluated by SAXS
and exhibited similar behavior to that found with NaCl.39

To quantitatively analyze the static SAXS data, measured
scattering curves were fitted to a thermodynamically weighted
sum of basis spectra. The basis spectra were calculated, by our
analysis software D+48,49 as explained in Materials and
Methods (eq 3),39 for atomic models of a comprehensive
library of distinct capsid assembly intermediate structures.
Intermediate structures were generated by umbrella sampling
of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for T = 4 and T = 3
particles, as explained in Materials and Methods and our earlier
paper.39 The weights of the basis spectra were calculated
according to the grand canonical ensemble (eq 1), based on
the measured total Cp149 concentration and the SAXS-fitted
standard dimer−dimer association free energies for T = 3 and
T = 4. Thus, given the starting library of intermediates, there
were only two fitting parameters. In an equilibrium situation, it
is a reasonable assumption that labile, less stable complexes
will dissipate in favor of more stable species. In kinetic
experiments, however, this assumption must be treated with
caution.
The scattering curve for 38 μM Cp149 dimer in 20 mM

ammonium acetate at 5 °C (Figure 1a) fit the thermodynamic
model (eq 4) with a dimer−dimer association free energy of
6.9 ± 0.1 kBT, corresponding to a dimer mass fraction of about
99%. The remaining 1% was mostly dimer-of-dimers and
trimer-of-dimers. The quality of this fit and our sensitivity
analysis (Figure S2 in section 1b in the Supporting
Information, SI) indicate that we cannot exclude the presence
of up to 2% of small oligomers (containing two or three
dimers). This threshold is much smaller for larger oligomers.
This state served as the initial protein solution in our time-
resolved experiments.
Figures 1b and S1 show the measured scattering intensities

of assembly reactions and the best fitted models (eq 4). The
relative contribution of each species in the model was obtained
by a thermodynamic analysis (eq 1) of the equilibrated
reactions of between 5 and 45 μM Cp149 dimer in between
163 and 1010 mM ammonium acetate. The selection of species
from the thermodynamic model (eqs 1 and 4) resulted in a
good fit to the SAXS data at low to moderate ionic strength
that slightly deteriorated at high ionic strength. The law of
mass action (the thermodynamic model) predicts that most of
the mass of Cp149 should be divided between complete
capsids (T = 4 and T = 3) and free dimer.50 The concentration
of free dimer (or the pseudocritical concentration, a character-
istic of the intersubunit association free energy) decreased with
increasing ionic strength from about 3.9 μM at 163 mM
ammonium acetate to 0.5 μM at 510 mM ammonium acetate
(see Figure 2b). The mass fraction of dimer and capsids (T = 3
and T = 4) as a function of ammonium acetate concentration
for 20 μM Cp149 ranged from >99% at 163 mM ammonium
acetate to <99% above 513 mM ammonium acetate, indicating
a small amount of intermediates. As was shown in our earlier
paper, when capsids make more than 80% of the total mass, we
cannot exclude the presence of up to 2% of small (60-mer or
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less) intermediates.39 The level of sensitivity improves as the
molecular weight of intermediates is higher and when the mass
fraction of complete capsids is lower.
The mass fraction of T = 3 capsids (Figures 1c and S1−S4)

increased with salt concentration from about 0.08 at 163 mM
ammonium acetate to 0.22 at 513 mM ammonium acetate, in
agreement with CDMS results.8 At high ammonium acetate
concentrations (see red arrows in Figure 1b, and red symbols
in Figure 1d), the best fit of our model, based exclusively on
on-path capsidlike intermediates, slightly deviated from the
data. Similar deviations (smearing of the oscillations and
increased intensity at low q) were previously reported at high
temperature and NaCl concentrations.39 It has been suggested
that, at strong association energy, kinetic traps are likely to
accumulate,12,20,39,51 including off-path species such as
aggregated capsid fragments, capsid oligomers with aberrant
geometry, or overgrown capsids.8,45 Section 3 in the SI and
Figure S6 provide additional support for aberrant particle
products with a smaller average radius than that of a T = 4
capsid. A phase diagram (Figure 1d) classifies the different
assembly conditions according to the quality of the fit of eq 4
to our SAXS data.
Dimer−Dimer Association Free Energy. Figure 2 shows the

salt dependence of the dimer−dimer standard association free
energy in T = 4 capsid (ΔF4°), α ≡ ΔF3°/ΔF4° (where ΔF3° is
the standard dimer-dimer association free energy change in T
= 3 capsid), and the pseudocritical dimer concentration. The
values were calculated from SAXS data that fit well to the
thermodynamic model (blue symbols in Figure 1d). The
association free energy in ammonium acetate was about 0.5
kBT (or about 5%) stronger than that in equivalent NaCl
concentrations.39 Association energies decreased from −8.2 to
−9.2 kBT when the ammonium acetate concentrations

increased from 163 to 510 mM. The energy values were
calculated based on the molar fraction scale and are ≈2 kBT
higher than would have been obtained on the molar
concentration scale used in some other literature.38 Both
scales represent an equivalent measure of the association free
energy (see section 1c in the SI). The pseudocritical
concentration from SAXS shows excellent agreement with
concentrations determined by size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) (Figure 2b).

Time-Resolved SAXS Measurements and Singular
Value Decomposition. Because of the differences in the
distributions of products as a function of protein concentration
and ionic strength, we hypothesized that the initial super-
saturation state of the reaction would affect the early stages of
the assembly process and thus dictate the subsequent assembly
path.39 We used TR-SAXS to examine assembly kinetics
(Figure 3). At the onset of all the reactions (between 20 and
40 ms), dimer was the dominant state. The oscillation in the
scattering curve, corresponding to the capsid structure, became
stronger as time proceeded. The oscillations appeared earlier at
higher salt concentrations.
The minimum number of independent states contributing to

the time-resolved data was estimated by singular value
decomposition (SVD).52 This analysis compares the informa-
tion content of TR-SAXS data sets at the different assembly
conditions (see Materials and Methods and section 4 in the
SI). At 163 mM ammonium acetate, the scattering data set
could be reconstructed, within the noise level, using only two
orthonormal vectors corresponding to reactant and final
product. At 313 and 513 mM ammonium acetate, at least
three and four singular vectors were needed for the
reconstruction, respectively. Figures S7 and S8 show that at
higher salt concentration the effective rank of the time-resolved
data matrix was higher.

Maximum Information Entropy Analysis of Time-
Resolved SAXS Data. To identify the structure of the
dominant species involved in capsid assembly, we fitted the
TR-SAXS curves to a weighted sum of calculated scattering
intensities for intermediates (eq 8).39 To reduce the possibility
of overfitting, arising from the large number of degrees of
freedom in the configurational space and the limited
information content of TR-SAXS curves, we used the
maximum information entropy method with a representative
library of on-path configurations from dimer to full T = 3 and
T = 4 capsids. This method finds the probability distribution
that has maximum information entropy subject to the SAXS
data and prior knowledge. Maximum entropy assigns a positive
weight to every component in the library that is not excluded
by the given information and hence ensures that no arbitrary
assumptions are introduced. Our library of representative
states is large to minimize bias.
Initial attempts to fit equilibrium SAXS data (that have a

much better signal-to-noise ratio than TR-SAXS data) using a
maximum information entropy approach, assuming all
intermediates in the library are equally accessible, failed
because of the enormous number of intermediates.39 By
filtering particles for stability39,51 (see eq 15, Figure S9, and
section 6a in the SI), we eliminated many fragile and extended
intermediates as well as particles that would have arisen from
those intermediates, resulting in a library of species that is
tractable, thermodynamically realistic, kinetically accessible,
and consistent with numerous experimental works and
simulations.8,12,20,22,46,51 The scattering curves calculated

Figure 2. Association free energy and assembly pseudocritical
concentration obtained from SAXS data (Figures 1 and S1). (a)
Standard association free energy change per dimer−dimer contact in
the T = 4 capsid symmetry (ΔF4°, left axis, open blue circle symbols)
as a function of ammonium acetate concentration calculated from
SAXS data (using only data that fit well to eq 1, blue symbols in
Figure 1d). The standard deviation was calculated from the scatter
and by assuming 10% error in the measured total protein
concentration. The free energies were calculated on the molar
fraction scale which resulted in an offset (2 kBT) with respect to the
association energies calculated on the molar scale (see section 1c in
the SI).38 The right axis and open orange square symbols show α ≡
ΔF3°/ΔF4° as a function of salt concentration, where ΔF3° is the
standard dimer-dimer association free energy change in the T = 3
capsid symmetry. (b) Pseudocritical concentrations, X1, of Cp149
dimer as a function of ammonium acetate concentration obtained
from fitting the SAXS curves to the thermodynamic model (eqs 1 and
4, blue circles) and by size exclusion chromatography (red diamonds).
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from maximum informational entropy optimization (Figures 3
and S10−S17) agree well with experimental measurements.
The quality of the fits can be seen both in the I vs q curves and
by the distribution of the normalized residuals (eq S13).
Mild Assembly Conditions: The Appearance of a

Two-State Reaction. After 24 h, assembly reactions with 163
mM ammonium acetate and 25 μM Cp149 (Figure 1) had
more than 99% of the capsid protein distributed between free
dimers and full capsids. Therefore, the assembly in 163 mM
ammonium acetate provided a means to examine a reaction
with low probability for off-path kinetic traps. Figure 4a shows
that intermediates larger than three dimers did not accumulate
to detectable amounts during the assembly process. Sensitivity
analysis of the TR-SAXS data at representative time points
(section 6c, in the SI and Figures S18−S20) shows that we
cannot exclude the presence of up to 2% of small (60-mer or
less) intermediates. The state of the system at 20 ms was
dominated by free dimers (D ∼ 90%) with small amounts of
dimers of dimers (D2, ∼4%) and trimers of dimers (D3, ∼6%).

At 256 s, the final reaction product was almost exclusively T =
4 capsids. These results are consistent with the SVD analysis
that indicated an effective rank of 2 (Figure S8).
An initial lag phase of ∼10 s was followed by a depletion of

free subunits and formation of capsids. The length of this lag is
attributed to the buildup of intermediates and is proportional
to the time required for a nucleus to grow to completion.15,53

Though intermediates toward capsid completion were
presumably synthesized during the lag phase, their concen-
trations were too low to be detected. This effect is predicted by
simulations.50,51,53 During the lag phase, the concentration of
dimers and trimers of dimers (D2 and D3) remained constant
presumably because they were formed and consumed
(disassembled or continued to grow) at similar rates and
rapidly attained steady-state.

The Reaction Can Be Approximated by a Series of
Reversible Assembly Steps. To examine the assembly
pathway, we calculated the grand canonical free energy change,
ΔΩG, for the formation of T = 4 capsid (eq 6) at the onset (t =

Figure 3. TR-SAXS data and maximum entropy analysis at selected time points during the assembly reactions. TR-SAXS intensity (blue symbols
and gray error bars) fits well to scattering curves calculated (as explained in Materials and Methods and sections 5 and 6 in the SI) from maximum
entropy-based models (red curves) for reactions with 25 μM (panels a and c) and 41 μM (panel b). Cp149 assembly was initiated by increasing the
ammonium acetate concentration from 20 mM to (a) 163, (b) 313, or (c) 513 mM using a stopped-flow device. Reactions were performed at 25
°C. Below each SAXS panel, a quantile−quantile (Q−Q) plot compares histograms of normalized residuals for the presented scattering curves (eq
S13, where different colored open symbols correspond to different time points), with an expected normal distribution (red lines), where its mean
and standard deviation are given by μ and σ, respectively. The small deviations (∼0.1σ) of the mean value from 0 and of the standard deviations
from 1, in σ units, may be attributed to small inaccuracy (∼1−2%) in the measured absolute intensity and inaccuracy in estimating the experimental
and modeling errors (see also Limits of TR-SAXS Detection in Materials and Methods). Figures S10−S17 in section 6b in the SI show the
complete data set, fitting results, and residuals as a function of q.
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0) of the reaction (Figure 5a). This landscape maps the
differences between the chemical potential of s free dimers
(sμ1) and the standard chemical potential of s dimers,
incorporated into a T = 4 intermediate, Ts,c

4 , forming c
interdimer contacts (μ4,s,c° ). This difference is the driving force
for assembly. For this calculation we used the standard
association free energy change between subunits, ΔF4°, in 163
mM ammonium acetate (8.15 kBT), obtained from the
thermodynamic analysis of the equilibrium SAXS data (Figure
2). The free energy is plotted as heat map over a plane of
intermediate size (s, in dimers) and the degree of connectivity,
Dc (the number of intersubunit contacts above the minimum
number of contacts in an intermediate of a given size divided
by the maximum number of contacts above the minimum
number of contacts for an intermediate of that size (eq 5)).
By plotting the minimum free energy path between the free

dimer and the complete T = 4 capsid (the Dc = 1 cut in Figure

5a), we describe the assembly path with the lowest free energy
barriers at the onset of the reaction (black curve in Figure 5d).
We found a relatively high (∼17 kBT) and broad free energy
barrier for assembly (a broad peak between s = 11 and 23).
Following this, the free energy decreases toward the full capsid
state where no local minima, deeper than ∼1 kBT, can be seen.
This type of free energy landscape is consistent with a

nucleation and growth mechanism,23,44 where at least the early
stages of assembly (before the peak in the free energy barrier)
are controlled by weak and reversible binding, important for
correct assembly.12,20,22,23,38 In a reversible assembly step,
nonoptimal contacts can be corrected, which favors the case
where the populated intermediates along the assembly path are
the most compact and most stable. Additionally, kinetic traps
that may result from sudden depletion of free subunits in the
solution13,44 are avoided owing to the gradual decrease in the

Figure 4. Effect of ammonium acetate concentration on the kinetics of Cp149 dimer assembly. Assembly reactions show fundamental differences at
ammonium acetate concentrations of (a) 163, (b) 313, and (c) 513 mM. The Cp149 dimer concentrations were (a, c) 25 and (b) 41 μM. (Left
panel) SAXS data (gray curves and error bars) at selected early times were fitted to a library of intermediates by maximum entropy (black curves),
as explained in Materials and Methods and sections 5 and 6 in the SI. (Middle panel) The results of the fitting are displayed in a 3D plot in terms of
mass fraction, size (s), and time. Note that time is on a log scale. Illustrations were added to indicate the major components that accumulated along
the assembly path. (right panel) These results are rearranged to show the mass fractions of the major components as a function of time. The lag
phases for assembly are indicated by horizontal broken lines (showing constant dimer mass fractions). Besides dimer (D), T = 3 capsid, and T = 4
capsid, dimers, and trimers of dimers (D2 and D3) are major components. At 313 mM ammonium acetate, D10 is also noted. At 513 mM
ammonium acetate, the broad peak of intermediates contains between 7 and 35 dimers and is considered a single state, D7−35, in the right panel.
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concentration of free subunits and also because intermediates
can rearrange.
In a fully reversible process, the free energy landscape at

different time points can be approximated by eq 6, where the
variation in time is given by the decrease in the mole fraction
of free dimer, X1(t). In this case, the dimer and T = 4 capsid
(the two stable states) are separated by a free energy barrier
that increases with time. In the absence of deep local minima,
the concentrations of high energy intermediates preceding the
barrier are expected to be low (Figure 4a), according to the
difference in their free energy with respect to the dimer state.
Beyond the barrier, the free energy landscape has a negative
slope and the assembly is controlled by rapid elongation
kinetics, limiting the accumulation of intermediates. In other
words, intermediates will either pass the barrier and form
capsid or completely disassemble. The broad energy barrier,
shallow local minima, and weak binding are consistent with a
heterogeneous nucleation mechanism.53

Aggressive Assembly Conditions: Low Barrier As-
sembly Leads to Rapid Accumulation of Intermediates.
In conditions where association energy is relatively strong (513
mM ammonium acetate), the scattering intensity increased
much faster than in 163 mM salt (Figure 4a). The data (Figure
4c) indicated fast accumulation of a broad distribution of
intermediates containing between 7 and 35 dimers. The final
assembly products included appreciable concentrations of T =
3 capsids (s = 90) as well as T = 4 capsids. The mass fractions
of the different species detected during assembly may be

roughly clustered into four independent groups (in agreement
with the SVD analysis). Within each group, the concentration
of its species were correlated with time: the earliest distribution
after initiating assembly (D, D2, and D3), a broad peak of
midsize intermediates (D7−35), T = 3 capsid, and T = 4 capsid
(see Limits of TR-SAXS Detection in Materials and Methods).
Figure 4c shows the mass fraction results of the dominant

species as a function of time, extracted from three different
mixing experiments. Within ∼250 ms, the mass fraction of free
dimer rapidly decreased (without a measurable lag phase) to
half of its initial value, the mass fraction of midsize
intermediates (D7−35) grew to about 0.3, and T = 3 and T =
4 capsids, started to accumulate to detectable amounts (mass
fraction of about 0.1 each). As the reaction proceeded, the
mass fraction of the midsize intermediates decayed to less than
0.05 (at 200 s), and the dominant assemblies were T = 3 and T
= 4 capsids.
At high association free energy (high salt concentration), the

fast depletion of free subunits and accumulation of
intermediates are consistent with a much lower barrier to
assembly. Figure 5c and d shows the expected initial grand
canonical free energy landscape (c), representing the
thermodynamic driving force for assembly, and the minimum
free energy path (d, red curve). Under those conditions, the
barrier for assembly was very low (with a maximum at s = 6 at
the onset of assembly, Figure 5d). As a result, the early stages
of the reaction were dominated by the forward rate of
assembly, leading to fast nucleation (compared to the rate of

Figure 5. Heat maps of energy (in kBT units) plotted in the plane of degree of connectivity (Dc) versus size in dimers (s) from the change in the
grand canonical free energy surface, ΔΩG, for T = 4 capsid at the onset (t = 0) of the assembly reactions (eq 6). Degree of connectivity is the
number of intersubunit contacts above the minimum number of contacts in an intermediate of a given size divided by the maximum number of
contacts above the minimum number of contacts for an intermediate of that size (eq 5). Calculations of ΔΩG are for standard free energies per
contact, ΔF4°, extracted from equilibrated reactions (Figures 2) at ammonium acetate concentrations of (a) 163 mM (8.15 kBT) (b), 313 mM (8.6
kBT), or (c) 513 mM (9.2 kBT). The energy surfaces are calculated for the reactions shown in Figures 3 and 4 where the initial Cp149
concentrations were (a, c) 25 and (b) 41 μM. Note that the apparent vertical strips are an optical illusion that arises from similar energy values that
are obtained for slightly different values of Dc (s) (as the values of cmin and cmax, substituted into eq 5, change with small variation in s). (d) Initial
grand canonical free energy change, ΔΩG (t = 0), along the minimum free energy path (Dc = 1) for T = 4 intermediates varies at different
ammonium acetate concentrations. The inset shows the free energy barriers on an expanded scale. (e) Predicated grand canonical free energy
change, ΔΩG (t), for T = 4 capsid assembly in 513 mM ammonium acetate at different time points after the onset of the reaction, along the Dc = 1
path (calculated by eq 6, using the molar fraction of free dimer subunits as a function of time, X1(t), from Figure 4c). (f) Number-averaged
intermediate size, ⟨s⟩, as a function of time during the first minute of the three assembly reactions, calculated by eq 17, using the TR-SAXS data
analysis in Figure 4.
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elongation) and accumulation of intermediates. In addition,
the barrier for disassembly was relatively high, which can lead
to species that are not present in our thermodynamically edited
library of intermediates.53 The shape of the contour lines of the
initial grand canonical free energy landscape (Figure 5c)
suggests that there are low barriers for sampling less compact
midsize intermediates (Dc as low as 0.6, representing structures
with suboptimal binding).
The rapid (within 250 ms) accumulation of midsize

intermediates and the deviation from the expected equilibrium
state (Figures 1 and S13)8,39 suggest that malformed particles
could be formed by interactions between multidimer
complexes.54 The relatively strong dimer−dimer association
interactions are expected to slow rearrangement of malformed
particles into the more stable T = 4 capsids.12 Another way to
explain the data is that when there was a relatively strong
association energy, some of the less stable and more elongated
intermediates persisted. These intermediates had been filtered
from our database of likely contributors to assembly for
reasons of stability. It is all the more striking that they were not
detected at lower ionic strength.
Figure 4c shows that within 1 s the mass fraction of s = 90

particles (T = 3 capsid) reached ∼0.22, similar to the value
measured after 40 h (Figure S5). This observation is consistent
with single molecule observations that T = 3 capsids assemble
only at the earliest times of the reaction.41

After the first second of the reaction, the dominant processes
were an increase in the concentration of T = 4 capsid and a
decrease in dimer concentration (Figure 4c). Figure 5e shows
the expected change in the grand canonical free energy along
the minimum free energy path (Dc = 1) at different time points
during the measured assembly process at 513 mM ammonium
acetate. After 1 s, the free energy profile resembled the initial
free energy profile of the 163 mM reaction, which
predominantly gave T = 4 capsids without detectable
intermediates.
The increase in the concentration of T = 4 capsid and the

exclusion of new T = 3 assembly could have been achieved by
the following: (i) Creation of new “capsid assembly lines” with
relatively low dimer concentration, which are expected to act
by the nucleation and elongation mechanism, as observed with
the 163 mM salt. This observation is consistent with the
hypothesis offered based on single molecule observations of
assembly.41 (ii) Slow elongation of the medium-size
intermediates that still possessed ∼10% of the total mass.
(iii) Annealing of malformed particles. As the mass fraction of
T = 3 particles, which may include malformed T = 3-like
particles, was constant at these time scales and equal to the
steady state results, the third option is unlikely. Additionally,
CDMS results suggest that the annealing of malformed
particles can take days.8 We therefore expect that mechanisms
(i) and (ii) dominated in our case.
Our analysis of the equilibrated reactions at the high salt

concentration indicated that in addition to a higher fraction of
T = 3 capsids (compared with low salt conditions), large
aggregates formed, observed by the higher intensity at low q
(Figure 1b). Figure S13 shows that 50 s after the onset of the
reaction, the measured intensity at the low q range deviated
from the modeled intensity (the residuals at low q were larger
than 4σ) in a similar manner to that of the equilibrated
reaction (Figures 1 and S1). These observations suggest that
the accumulation of large aggregates (larger than full capsids)
took tens of seconds.

Kinetic traps via starvation for free subunits11,22,44 can be
excluded because, after 1 s, the dimer concentration was still
6.25 μM, which is an order of magnitude higher than the
pseudocritical concentration (about 0.5 μM, Figure 2).
Therefore, there were enough available free dimers to elongate
incomplete intermediates.

In Moderate Assembly Conditions, Compact 10-Mer
Intermediates Accumulated. To test our understanding of
the assembly reaction, we examined assembly at a higher dimer
concentration of 41 μM and intermediate dimer−dimer
association free energy (313 mM ammonium acetate) (Figure
4b). Experiments at higher protein concentration provide a
better signal-to-noise ratio but also higher molar activity to
accelerate the reaction and trap reactants. However, the time
scale for the assembly reaction, the variation of the scattering
intensity at a short time scale, the effective SVD rank of 3
(Figures S7 and S8), and the average growth of the particles
(⟨s⟩) as a function of time (Figure 5f) suggest that the
assembly process proceeded by a mechanism that is distinct
from the ones observed for the low (163 mM) and high (513
mM) salt conditions.
The reaction in Figure 4b exhibited a lag phase of ∼0.4 s,

followed by a gradual decrease in the free dimer concentration
and accumulation of T = 4 capsids. The accumulated mass
fraction of T = 3 particles was only ∼0.03. The shorter lag
phase, compared with the 163 mM salt, is attributed to the
higher initial supersaturation state due to high initial protein
concentration and a lower pseudocritical concentration. In
addition, the stronger association decreased the reversibility of
intermediate reactions, contributing to a faster rate of
elongation.53 The high protein concentration and stronger
association energy also contributed to the lower calculated free
energy barrier for assembly (7.5 kBT; green curve in Figure
5d). The assembly in 513 mM Ammonium Acetate, where
association energy is stronger, was much faster than in 313 mM
because the minimum free energy barrier for assembly in 513
mM was lower by about 2 kBT than the barrier at 313 mM
(Figure 5d).
Maximum entropy fitting of scattering data suggests the

accumulation of a specific intermediate of 10 dimers. The most
stable and compact 10-mer intermediate, which is consistent
with the scattering data, has 15 interdimer contacts, arranged
about a 5-fold symmetry axis (Figure 4b). At its highest
concentration, at t = 2 s, when free dimer had dropped to
about 70% of its initial concentration, 5% of the dimers were in
this 10-mer intermediate form. At this free-dimer concen-
tration, the compact 10-mer is a local free energy minimum,
along the Dc = 1 line (see Figure S17), right after the assembly
barrier. The contribution of the compact 10-mer intermediate
to the overall scattering data is important for reconstructing
the experimental data at the early points of assembly. We note
that the compact 10-mer may be an intermediate that is on-
path to capsid assembly or may be a kinetic trap.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We deduce that the pathway of HBV capsid assembly is
dictated by the intermediates formed within less than a second.
At mild dimer−dimer association free energy, assembly
appears to be a two-state reaction (dimer and T = 4), though
intermediates were necessarily present (but did not accumulate
to detectable amounts). This reaction had a 10 s lag phase.
The grand canonical free energy landscape had a relatively high
and broad barrier (that broadened with time and prevented the
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accumulation of intermediates), following which the energy
decreased toward the full capsid with no local minima. This
landscape is consistent with multiple reversible steps, allowing
the reaction to follow the minimum free-energy path, at which
the most stable and compact intermediate structures are
dominant, and is consistent with a heterogeneous nucleation
mechanism. At aggressive assembly conditions, the dimer−
dimer association free energy was about 1 kBT stronger, the
reaction was much faster, and the dimer concentration rapidly
decreased without any measurable lag phase. A diverse array of
intermediates, containing between 7 and 35 dimers accumu-
lated within the first 250 ms after which T = 4 and T = 3 (or T
= 3-like) particles were detected. After the first second, the
dimer concentration was still above the pseudocritical
concentration and supported assembly of T = 4 capsids by
either slow elongation of the midsize intermediates or
establishing new “capsid assembly lines.” At moderate
assembly conditions and higher protein concentration, the
main intermediate was a compact 10-mer, a deep local free
energy minimum after the assembly barrier. The high temporal
resolution of our data and analyses showed that small changes
in the dimer−dimer association free energy control the earliest
steps of the reaction and dictate the subsequent assembly
pathway. Our findings may provide strategies for under-
standing, regulating, and designing assembly of protein cages.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation. The N-terminal truncated dimer, Cp149,

was expressed in E. coli using a pET 11-based vector. The dimer was
than purified as described.55 To prepare oligomer free dimer for
SAXS, solid urea was added to the purified Cp149 dimer solution to
reach a final concentration of 3 M. After 1 h, buffer exchange with 20
mM ammonium acetate at pH 7.5 was performed at 4 °C, using a
preequilibrated PD-10 column. The fraction that contained the
Cp149 dimer was collected, and its concentration was determined by
UV−vis absorption spectroscopy using an extinction coefficient of
60 900 M−1 cm−1. Before measurements were performed, the solution
was incubated between 0.5 and 40 h at ambient room temperature.
Size Exclusion Chromatography. Similar to previous publica-

tions,38,39 pseudocritical concentrations of Cp149 assembly were
determined at pH 7.5 for three salt conditions, 163, 313, and 513 mM
ammonium acetate by size exclusion chromatography. Various
concentrations of Cp149 were assembled and incubated at 23 °C
for over 24 h. All assembly reactions were analyzed using a Superose 6
10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) mounted on a HPLC system
(Shimadzu Corp.). The column was preequilibrated with the
corresponding salt solutions. Assembled capsids and dimers were
quantified by their UV−vis absorption to determine pseudocritical
concentrations.
SAXS Measurements. Solution small X-ray scattering (SAXS)

measurements of capsid assembly were performed at the P12 EMBL
BioSAXS Beamline (headed by D. Svergun) in PETRA III (DESY,
Hamburg).56 Measurement were taken using an automated sample
changer setup57 in which samples were stored on a temperature
controlled plate and injected into a 2 mm thick quartz capillary that
was previously equilibrated at the same temperature. The wavelength
of the incident X-ray beam was 1.24 Å and the scattering intensity was
recorded on a single-photon PILATUS 2 M pixel area detector
(DECTRIS).
Background measurements before and after each sample were

performed on the solvent of each sample, under identical measure-
ment conditions. The intensity frames were normalized to the
intensity of the transmitted beam and azimuthally averaged to yield
the scattering intensity as a function of the magnitude of the scattering
vector, q.58 Background scattering curves were averaged, and the
averaged background signal was subtracted from the averaged signal
of the sample and gave the final background subtracted scattering

intensity curve of the assembly reaction, as explained in our earlier
papers.48,59,60 The products of all the assembly reactions were
measured at 25 °C. The sample to detector distance was 3.1 m,
resulting in qmin = 0.025 nm−1 and qmax = 5 nm−1. A volume of 40 μL
of sample was injected in each measurement, and 30 frames were
recorded by exposing the sample for 45 ms per frame. Additional
steady state measurements were performed at the ID02 beamline
(headed by T. Narayanan) in the European synchrotron radiation
facility (ESRF, Grenoble).61 Static measurements were taken using
the flow-cell setup which included a temperature controlled, 2 mm
thick, quartz capillary.62,63 The wavelength of the incident beam was
0.995 Å and the scattered intensity was recorded on a Rayonix
MX170-HS detector.

Time-Resolved SAXS Measurements. Time resolved SAXS
(TR-SAXS) experiments were performed at the ID02 beamline in
ESRF.18,62−64 The assembly reactions in 163 and 513 mM
ammonium acetate were initiated by mixing 1.4 mg/mL Cp149 in
20 mM ammonium acetate with either 0.45 or 1.5 M ammonium
acetate at volume ratio of 2:1. The assembly reaction in 313 mM
ammonium acetate was initiated by mixing 2.2 mg/mL Cp149 and 0.9
M ammonium acetate using the same procedure. All the solutions
were at pH 7.5. The reactions were observed over the initial 3 or 4
min, using a stopped-flow setup as explained in our earlier
publication.6 The flow-cell setup of ID02 was used to follow the
slower phase of the reactions.

In both static and time-resolved measurements, close to qmin, the
data suffer from low signal-to-noise ratio owing to lack of statistics
resulting from the experimental setup (mainly detector pixel size,
sample to detector distance, and beam size), amplified after
background subtraction. In the case of time-resolved measurements
the existence of very small air bubbles may also change the scattering
intensity at the very low q values. We therefore discarded data very
close to qmin.

Fitting the Thermodynamic Equilibrium Model. In our earlier
paper,39 we established the thermodynamic analysis of capsid virus
assembly. We considered the following set of coupled assembly
reactions, induce by increasing the salt concentration:
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s is the number of dimer molecules, D, which assemble into a Tn
s,c

icosahedral capsid intermediate, whose triangulation, T, number is n,
and c is the number of its dimer−dimer contacts (or interdimer
interactions). n is either 3 or 4 and νn,s,c and νD are the stoichiometric
coefficients of Tn

s,c and D, respectively (note that νD = ν3,1,0 = ν4,1,0).
From mass conservation, we get:
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We have used graph representation of a comprehensive library of T =
4 and T = 3 unique capsid assembly intermediates, generated by
umbrella sampling of MC simulations, to get the degeneracy factors,
Ωn,s,c, of all the Tn

s,c icosahedral capsid intermediates. The details about
the simulations were provided in our earlier paper.39 The degeneracy
factors were used in a thermodynamic theory of macromolecular self-
assembly, assuming a negative standard free energy for the association
between capsid protein subunits, ΔFn° (for n = 3 or 4). By minimizing
the total Helmholtz free energy of the grand canonical ensemble, we
obtained the expected equilibrium distribution of dimer subunits
molar fractions, Xn,s,c, in each of the possible Tn

s,c intermediate
structures in the (n, s, c) configurational space:
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at a given temperature, T, and total protein molar fraction, Xtotal. The
chemical potential of the free dimer (in the solution) is

k T Xln1 1 B 1μ μ= ° + (2)
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where X1 is the molar fraction of free dimer (= Xn,1,0). The change in
the standard chemical potential of Tn

s,c relative to s free dimers is μn,s,c°
− sμ1° = cΔFn° − kBT lnΩn,s,c. Equation 1 was derived and well fitted to
X-ray scattering data from HBV capsids in NaCl solutions in our
earlier paper.39

We computed the solution scattering intensity curves, In
s,c, of each

representative of the Tn
s,c family of intermediates by docking the

atomic model of the dimer (Cp149, PDB ID 2G33) into the
symmetry of the intermediate (the set of all the translation vectors
and the rotation matrices of the dimers in the intermediate complex).
The computations took into account the contribution of the dimer
solvation layer (2 Å thick with an electron density of 363 e/nm3) and
the experimental resolution function as explained,39 using our home-
developed state of the art scattering data analysis software, D+
(https://scholars.huji.ac.il/uriraviv/software/d-software):48,49
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where, Fdimer
sol (Aj

−1q⃗) is the scattering amplitude of the solvated atomic
model of the jth dimer, whose orientations in the complex is given by
the of rotation matrices Aj. R⃗j is the geometric center position of the
jth dimer, and ⟨...⟩Ωq

represents the orientation averaging of the
scattering intensity. Based on clustering algorithm analysis of the
scattering curves,39 when s was larger than 30, the variation of the
scattering intensity curves between different members of the same
family was very small. We therefore selected only one representative
model for each combination of s and c values.
When s was smaller than 30, the variation between scattering curves

was not negligible. Hence, to better represent the families of small
intermediates, while keeping the computation times of the
optimization procedures for time-resolved and equilibrium analysis
feasible, we randomly selected up to five models from each family of
type Tn

s,c. The total number of model was therefore 8477. Based on the
thermodynamic analysis, the predicted total intensity at equilibrium
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was computed and then fitted, as explained,39 to the experimental X-
ray scattering data, where the only free parameters were the dimer−
dimer standard association free energy in both T = 4 and T = 3
symmetries (ΔF4° and ΔF3°). q is the magnitude of the scattering
vector, and Xtotal is the total molar fraction of Cp149 in all of the
assemblies (Xtotal = ∑n,s,cXn,s,c). The best fit to the scattering data
revealed the mass fractions, Xn,s,c, of all the intermediates at
equilibrium at the relevant experimental conditions.
Grand Canonical Free Energy Landscape. Figure 5 shows heat

maps of the grand canonical free energy landscape at the onset (t = 0)
of the assembly reaction as a function of the entire configurational
space of T = 4 symmetry in the s − Dc plane, where
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is the degree of connectivity of T4
s,c intermediate. cmax(s) and cmin(s)

are the maximum and minimum number of contacts in intermediates
containing s dimers, respectively.
The grand canonical free energy change ΔΩG for the formation of

T4
s,c intermediates at time t is
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where μ4,s,c° is the standard chemical potential of T4
s,c intermediate and

μ1,t is the free dimer chemical potential at time t, calculated according
to eq 2, using the molar fraction of free dimer subunits, X1(t), at time
t.

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Analysis. For each of
the three assembly reactions we defined an n by m data matrix, D, in
which each column represented a one-dimensional scattering intensity
curve, I(q, t), measured at time t following the initiation of the
reaction. The total number of rows, n, was set by the size of the q⃗
vector, whereas the total number of columns, m, was set by the total
number of measurement time points along the assembly reaction. The
singular value deconvolution (SVD) of the matrix D, containing the
time evolution of a measured spectra, is given by

D U VΣ= (7)

where U and V are unitary matrices and Σ is a diagonal matrix with
non-negative real values along its diagonal. The columns of the matrix
U and V are the left and right orthonormal set of singular vectors of
the matrix D. The singular values, σi, may be sorted (along with the
corresponding columns of U and V) from the largest (σ1) to the
smallest value (σn). With this ordering, the largest index r with a
positive singular value is the effective rank of D and the first r columns
of U comprise an orthonormal basis of the space spanned by the
columns of D.

As previously described,52 the first k ≤ r columns of U, forming the
matrix Uk, along with the corresponding first k columns of V, forming
the matrix Vk, and the first k rows and k columns of Σ, forming the
matrix Σk, provide the best least-squares approximation, Dk = UkΣkVk

T

with a rank of k, to the matrix D, where ∥D − Dk∥2 = ∑i = k+1
n σi

2. By
finding r one can estimate the (minimal) number of independent
species that are involved in the kinetic process described by D. The
detailed protocol for finding r using SVD analysis was previously
described.52 However, since the basis spectra provided by {U1, ..., Ur}
has no physical meaning, the result of the SVD analysis can give only a
rough approximation for the number of independent physical states
along the measured process. SVD analysis cannot detect intermediates
that accumulate at small amounts or that their appearance or
disappearance as a function time is correlated with that of the
reactants or products. In this work, we used SVD analysis to get
additional qualitative information regarding the differences in the
kinetic processes of different data sets. The complete detailed analysis
and the results are provided in section 4 in the SI.

Using Maximum Information Entropy to Fit the Time-
Resolved SAXS Data. In this method, information entropy is
applied to determine the probability distribution, pn

s,c, of Tn
s,c

intermediate structures, contributing to the scattering data (either at
equilibrium or during kinetics). Information entropy is then
computed from the probability distribution. The probability
distribution, which maximizes the information entropy, subject to a
set of constraints obtained from the experimental data, justifies the
use of that distribution for inferring about the properties of the
system, because it does not exclude any region of the phase space that
is allowed by the available information.65,66 The method can be
applied for many different physical problems. Here, we adopted the
principle of maximum information entropy to interpret our solution
X-ray scattering data under conditions, in which capsid protein
solutions contained ensembles of Tn

s,c intermediate structures. The
computed scattering intensity curve,

I q p I q( ) ( )
s c n

n
s c

n
s c

model
, ,

, ,∑=
(8)

is compared with the measured scattering intensity signal, Iexp(q). Our
goal is to assign probabilities, pn

s,c, to each of the possible intermediate
structures in a way that avoids uncontrolled bias, while agreeing with
the experimental scattering data and whatever other information is
given (for example, the probabilities are non-negative and satisfy the
normalization condition, Σs,c,npn

s,c = 1 or known experimental evidence
from current and past experience).

The probabilities, pn
s,c, express our expectation to find each of the

intermediate structures on the basis of the available information.
Information theory provides an unambiguous criterion for the
uncertainty level of a given probability distribution. The criterion
agrees with our intuition that a broad distribution represents more
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uncertainty than does a sharply peaked distribution (as long as it
satisfies all the other conditions). Shannon proved that the positive
quantity, which increases with increasing uncertainty and is additive
for independent sources of uncertainty, is

S K p pln
s c n

n
s c

n
s c

, ,

, ,∑= −

where K is a positive constant that we shall set to unity.67 As this
expression is identical to the expression of Gibbs entropy in statistical
thermodynamics, it is called the entropy of the probability distribution
pn
s,c. Hence, “entropy” measures the level of “uncertainty” in the
probability values, pn

s,c.
To provide enough states, we have used our library of

intermediates.39 The degeneracy of each state, Ωn,s,c, was then used
to compute the prior probability distribution of HBV capsid
intermediates. We have shown39 that the degeneracy factors, Ωn,s,c
and the SAXS data are insufficient to reproduce the physical
distribution of the assembly products at equilibrium, owing to the
overwhelming number of possible intermediates (about 1030) that act
as an entropic barrier (given the information content of the SAXS
curve).
To reduce the huge space of possible intermediates, we have

incorporated a stability bias (or filter) to our prior distribution (ΔFn° <
0 in eq 1) and included the contribution of the free dimer chemical
potential (see eq 15 and section 5 in the SI).39 The scattering curves
from each intermediate in the library were then computed using
atomic models. Finally, maximum entropy optimization was used to
determine the probability distribution of intermediates at each of the
TR-SAXS curves. The resulting mass fraction distribution could be
then compared with CDMS data, when performed under similar
conditions.8

Maximum Information Entropy Probability Distribution. The
following section describes the essential ideas and derivations that
were used to perform the maximum informational entropy analysis.
Full derivation of the presented equations can by found in section 5 in
the SI. Given a set of M possible models, before any additional
information is available, each of the possible states are expected to be
equally probable. The information entropy of the distribution is then
S = −Σk

M pk ln pk, where pk is the probability to find state k.67 When
the distribution is uniform, S is maximal. Our prior knowledge may,
however, dictate that the expected distribution is nonuniform and
assign probability pi to obtain the ith outcome. If, for example, there
are gi equally probable ways to obtain outcome i, then pk is given by

pk
p

g
i

i
= . If N is the total number of different outcomes, M =∑i

Ngi, the

information entropy is

S g
p

g

p

g
p p p gln ln ln

i

N

i
i

i

i

i i

N

i i
i

N

i i

i

k
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y

{
zzzzzz∑ ∑ ∑= − = − +

In addition, we define S0 ≡ ln(Σigi) and the prior probability to obtain

outcome i as p g Sexp( )i
g

g i
0 i

i i
≡ = −∑

° , where gi is the degeneracy

factor of the ith outcome (likewise pk g
0 1

i i
≡ ∑ ). We then get that

S S p
p

p
ln

i

N

i
i

i
0∑= −°

(9)

S0 is the maximal value of S, which is obtained when the actual
distribution, pi, is equal to the prior distribution pi

0.66 In other words,
the prior distribution is the distribution of maximum entropy before
taking into account the new constraints imposed by the data (beyond
the degeneracy factors that always present and are inherent to the
problem and were taken into account in the prior distribution). When
the actual probability distribution is different than the prior
distribution (owing to the additional constraints that became available
from the experiments), the entropy is lower than S0. The term

p lni
N

i
p

p
i

i
0−∑ is the difference between the maximal and the actual

value of the entropy and is therefore called the “entropy deficiency.”

In this paper, we maximized the information entropy (eq 9), which
takes into account the prior distribution, pi

0, subject to the following
three constrains.

(1) All the probabilities are positive:

p i0i ≥ ∀

(2) The probability distribution is normalized:

p 1
i

i∑ =

(3) The average signal should fit the experimental scattering data:

pI q I q( ) ( )q
i

i i qexp

Ä

Ç

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É

Ö

ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ
∑−ϵ ≤ − ≤ ϵ

where ϵq is defined by the noise level at each scattering angle. Note
that the assumptions used to compute the prior distribution impose
constraints (the constraints of the prior distribution will be discussed
in the next section). It is convenient to solve the minimization
problem for −S. The inequality constrained minimization problem
can be solved by Lagrange multipliers method68,69 (the full procedure
is described in section 5 in the SI). The resultant distribution that
maximizes the informational entropy subject to the constraint
imposed by the data and our prior assumptions is given by

p
p S

Z
I q
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ooo
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ooo
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}
ooo
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ooo∑ λ= −

°

(10)

where

Z g I qexp ( )
i

i
q

q i

l
m
ooo
n
ooo

|
}
ooo
~
ooo∑ ∑ λ≡ −

and λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers (whose length is equal to
the number of q points in the scattering curve), which sets the
required probability distribution and was found by finding the
solution to the Lagrange dual problem (as explain in section 5 in the
SI) defined as

Lmin ( ; )λ ϵ−
λ (11)

where

L S g I q I q( ; ) ln exp ( ) ( )
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(12)

In this minimization problem, we can define a constraint to be active
if λq ≠ 0 or inactive if λq = 0. Note that the last term in eq 12 can be
interpreted as a form of L1 regularization term, which promotes the
sparsity of λ. Therefore, the minimization will result with the
minimum number of active constraints, needed to satisfy all of the
introduced constraints. As the values of ϵ increases, the sparsity of λ
increases and hence the information content of the constraints
decreases. The parameter vector ϵ is proportional to the noise level of
the experimental signal, ϵq = βσq, where σq is the measured standard
deviation of Iexp(q) and β is a global relaxation (or regularization)
parameter. The Lagrange multiplier λq is related to the contribution of
the added information from Iexp(q) and can therefore be used to
estimate the information content of the signal by the number of active
constraints in the entire measured q-range.

Thermodynamic Constraints. As we know additional chemical
information on the problem, we can add additional constraints to the
minimization problem. SAXS data alone contains limited information
which may not necessarily overcome the overwhelming number of
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possible configurations, described by the degeneracies, gi. Therefore,
the additional chemical constraints confines the space of possibilities
into a more realistic subspace that takes into consideration the
stability of a given configuration. Common constraints for a self-
assembly problem are given by the free energy gain in forming
subunit−subunit interaction and a constraint regarding the expected
mean number of dimers in an aggregate. Given these additional
constraints, the new distribution is given by

p
p
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ooo∑ λ=
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The prior distribution, pi′0, is given by

p S p S p E nexp( ) exp exp( ) expi i G
i

i E i n i
0 0 0 μ μ′ = {−ΔΩ } = {− − }° °

(15)

where, ΔΩG
i corresponds to the grand canonical free energy bias (for

outcome i), which is a function of the free energy gain for creating
interdimers bonds (see eq 6), Ei, and the free energy cost of taking ni
free subunits from the solution. The multipliers μE and μn are
associated with the parameters

k T
1

B
and

k T
1

B

μ−
, respectively. Complete

derivation of adding the thermodynamic prior is shown in section 5 in
the SI.
Performing the Maximum Information Entropy Optimization on

a Set of Time Series Data. Each time-resolved experiment was
initiated by mixing a cold dimer solution with a concentrated
ammonium acetate solution at 25 °C, resulting with a temperature
and ionic strength jumps. The time evolution of an assembly reaction
was given by the set of scattering intensities, {I(q, ti)}, where ti
corresponds to the time interval between the mixing time and the
time of the ith measurement and I(q, ti) corresponds to the average
scattering intensity during the 20 ms exposure of the measurement.
To approximate the distribution of intermediates, pn

s,c(ti), we
performed maximum entropy optimization (eq 11) on the entire
series of signals, where i ∈ [1, .., m] and m is the number of
measurement time points. If the assembly process is sampled at
adequate frequency, the intermediate distributions, pn

s,c(t), are likely to
vary to a limited extent between consecutive measurements. The
values of pn

s,c(ti) should continuously vary with time. As was discussed
in our earlier paper,70 when fitting a data series the continuity
assumption may help to speed-up convergence.
To analyze our time-resolved data, we started the optimization

from the first measured signal, I(q, t1). As a prior distribution, we used
the closest known result, which was the state of the protein solution
before mixing with the salt solution. In this state, the interaction was
weak and the protein was in its pure dimeric form (Figure 1a). The
thermodynamic state of the system could be well describe by eq 15
with a weak association energy per contact of Ec = 5 kBT and the total
protein molar fraction Xtotal, determined by UV−vis adsorption
measurement.
Following the optimization of the first time point, we have used the

continuity of the probability distributions as a function of time.
Hence, the prior distribution for the next signal, I(q, t2), was the result
of the optimization of the earlier time point (t1). This extrapolation
was applied until the last measurement (I(q, tm)) was analyzed.
Following the analysis of the last signal, the direction was reversed and
the procedure continued in the same way from tm backward to t1. In
this way, we minimized the effect of the assumed initial prior
distribution, which was based on the state of the protein solution
(before mixing with the salt solution).
To minimize the effect of the value of Ec on the prior distribution

and thereby the results of the maximum entropy optimization, we
performed an additional optimization set. In the second procedure we

started from the latest measured time point, tm, of the assembly
reaction and used as a prior the thermodynamic probability
distribution of the reaction products with an association free energy
of Ec = 8.5 kBT. This value was a result of our equilibrium
measurement calibration of Ec, presented in Figure 2a). In this
analysis, we assumed that the distribution in the latest time point, tm,
was not far removed from the equilibrium distribution. The same
procedure was perform in the reversed order (from t1 to tm) and
yielded similar results (pn

s,c(ti) values). Figures 3 and 4 present the
average of the two procedures, and the error bars correspond to the
deviations between the two sets of prior distributions (obtained with
the two Ec values). The same two prior distributions were used for all
the reactions conditions because even at high salt concentrations, the
equilibrium SAXS data only slightly deviated from the thermodynamic
model (Figure 1). Each assembly reaction was repeated between two
and four times. The adequate fitting of the TR-SAXS data (Figure 3)
confirms that our prior knowledge provided a good starting point for
describing the assembly process.

Clustering of SAXS Models. Clustering of SAXS models,
presented in Figure S22, was applied to the library of scattering
models, used to analyze the static and time-resolved data. The full
procedure was explained in our earlier work.39 Briefly, we defined a
weighted matrix, M, which included the set of m scattering models to
be classified into clusters:

Each column in the matrix contained a computed scattering
intensity, Ii(q), with i ∈ [1, m]. The models were computed
between q1 = 0.1 nm−1 and qN = 1.1 nm−1, the q range used for
the time-resolved data analysis. The intensities were weighted
according to the measured noise level, σi(qj), of the time-
resolved measurements, where j ∈ [1, N]. The dimensions of
the matrices were therefore N × m where N = 280 was the
length of the model q⃗ vectors in the given q range, and m was
1361 and 749 for the T = 4 and T = 3 symmetries, respectively.
The dimensions of the matrix were reduced using SVD analysis
(eq 7). A k-means clustering algorithm71 was then applied to
the reduced space. The number of clusters was defined as the
minimal k that its χ2 value given by

N

I q I q

q
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N i j c j
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2
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2

2∑χ
σ

≡
−

[ − ]

= (16)

is smaller than 1 for all the models that were classified into the
same cluster. Here, Ii(qj) is a given model that was classified
into cluster, c and Ic(qj) is the modeled scattering intensity of
the centroid of this cluster.

Limits of TR-SAXS Detection. Figure 4 shows sharp mass
fraction peaks for T = 3 and T = 4 capsids, attributed to the
thermodynamic prior (Figure S9), favoring stable complexes. It is
important to note that TR-SAXS data are insufficient to distinguish
between complete capsids and capsids that are missing few subunits,
observed by CDMS.8 To take into consideration the limited
sensitivity of TR-SAXS, we applied a clustering algorithm (Figure
S22 in section 8 in the SI) to divide the configurational space into
clusters that are likely to be indistinguishable by TR-SAXS (owing to
its lower signal-to-noise ratio, compared with static SAXS data). With
maximum broadening, particles missing six dimers may be included
within the complete T = 4 peak. This broadening becomes wider with
incomplete and degenerate particles (lower Dc values). Similar effects
were observed for the T = 3 symmetry.
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Intermediates containing 35 dimers or less could not be
subclassified into T = 3 or T = 4 symmetries owing to the similarity
in their scattering curves (Figure S23) and their low mass fraction.
Within the signal-to-noise ratio of our data at the high q-range, the
distinction between T = 3 and T = 4 particles is mostly limited to
their different diameter. Therefore, the mass fraction at s = 90 may
represent both well formed T = 3 particles and incomplete T = 3-like
particles with s > 90 that deformed and assumed an average diameter,
close to that of a T = 3, as suggested by CDMS experiments.8

Averaged Intermediate Size. The number-averaged size ⟨s⟩ of
intermediates as a function of time, t, is given by

s t
X t

s X t
( )

( )

( )
n s c n s c

n s c n s c

, , , ,

, ,
1

, ,
⟨ ⟩ =

∑

∑ −
(17)

where s−1Xn,s,c(t) is the molar fraction of Tn
s,c intermediate structures at

time t.
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